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SOE 22: Scientometric Maps and Models of Science and Scientific Collaboration Networks
(Symposium SYSM, joint SOE / DY / BP / jDPG)

Time: Thursday 9:30–12:15 Location: H1

Invited Talk SOE 22.1 Thu 9:30 H1
Science Forecasts: Measuring, Predicting, and Communicat-
ing Scientific Developments — ∙Katy Börner — Indiana Uni-
versity
In a knowledge-based economy, science and technology are omnipresent
and their importance is undisputed. Equally evident is the need to al-
locate resources, both monetary and human, in an effective way to
foster innovation. In the preceding decades, data mining, metrics,
and indicators have been embraced to gain insights into the struc-
ture and evolution of science; but there have been no significant efforts
into mathematical, statistical, and computational models that can pre-
dict future developments in science, technology, and innovation (STI).
While it may not be possible to predict the nature, essence, or the
precise extent of impact of the next scientific or technological inno-
vation, it is often possible to predict the circumstances leading to it,
i.e., where it is most likely to happen and under which conditions.
See Scharnhorst, Börner, and Besselaar, eds. 2012. Models of Science
Dynamics: Encounters Between Complexity Theory and Information
Science. Springer Verlag for an overview of major model types.

This talk reviews and demonstrates the power of computational
models for simulating and predicting possible STI developments and
futures. In addition, it showcases novel means to broadcast moder-
ated STI forecasts to make them accessible and understandable for a
general audience.

Invited Talk SOE 22.2 Thu 10:00 H1
Mapping science with variable-order Markov dynamics reveal
overlapping fields and multidisciplinary journals — ∙Martin
Rosvall — Umeå University, Sweden
To better understand the parallel human endeavor of science, we need
good maps that both simplify and highlight the flows of ideas and un-
derlying research organization. However, current maps of science can-
not effectively identify the multilevel and overlapping fields of science
with multidisciplinary journals. For example, whereas maps based on
citations between journals in first-order Markov models can only assign
each journal to a single field, maps based on multi-step citation chains
in higher-order Markov models become computationally infeasible al-
ready for moderate-sized systems. To overcome these problems, we
introduce a method that uses model selection to find the appropriate
variable-order Markov model. We also present interactive maps of sci-
ence that highlights the assignments of multidisciplinary journals and
how ideas flow through those journals.

Invited Talk SOE 22.3 Thu 10:30 H1
Network algorithms for reputation and quality in scholarly
data — ∙Matúš Medo, Manuel Mariani, and Yi-Cheng Zhang
— University of Fribourg, Fribourg, Switzerland
The ever-increasing quantity and complexity of scientific production
have made it difficult for researchers to keep track of advances in their
own fields. This, together with growing popularity of online scientific
communities, calls for the development of effective information filtering
tools. Network theory is an important driving aspect for such algo-
rithms. We will first discuss the case of an online scientific community
where users and papers form a bipartite network which can be effec-
tively used to evaluate the reputation of users and fitness of papers.
We show that when the input data is extended to a multilayer net-

work including users, papers and authors, the resulting performance
improves on multiple levels. In particular, top papers have higher ci-
tation count and top authors have higher h-index than top papers and
top authors chosen by other algorithms. We will then move to stress
the role of time in scholarly data. Most research metrics either ignore
time (such as the h index) or consider it in an ad-hoc fashion (such as
the m quotient). On the example of PageRank which has been used
in the past to assess the quality of papers, we show that a demonstra-
bly better ranking of papers can be obtained by considering time in a
principled way.

15 min. break

Invited Talk SOE 22.4 Thu 11:15 H1
Modeling scientific networks in social media — ∙Cassidy Sug-
imoto — School of Informatics and Computing, Indiana University
Bloomington, USA
This talk will examine the role of social media in constructing new or
reinforcing old epistemic communities. In particular, we will analyze
the interconnectivity of scientists on social media platforms according
to their disciplinary affiliation and the degree to which these networks
reinforce or contrast with models constructed through collaboration
and citation relations. We will analyze the role of gender and other
socio-demographic characteristics where possible.

Invited Talk SOE 22.5 Thu 11:45 H1
Modeling scientific collaboration across multiple scales: from
individuals to Europe — ∙Alexander Petersen — IMT Lucca
Institute for Advanced Studies, Lucca, Italy
Quantitative measures are becoming increasingly prevalent at all scales
of scientific evaluation, largely due to the advent of large comprehen-
sive publication databases that allow for detailed studies of ideas, peo-
ple, and institutions, and the vast networks connecting them. As such,
there is plenty of room to apply methods from complex systems to ad-
dress policy-oriented issues relevant to the entire science system. In
the first half, I will discuss micro-scale patterns of collaboration from
a researcher’s local ’ego’ perspective, showing that scientific collabora-
tion is characterized by a high turnover rate juxtaposed with frequent
’life partners’. I will show that these extremely strong collaborations
have a significant positive impact on productivity and citations – the
apostle effect – representing the measurable advantage of ’super’ social
ties. In the second half, I will discuss macro-scale collaboration pat-
terns concerning the evolution the European Research Area (ERA),
a cross-border labor, funding, and mobility scheme aimed at foster-
ing innovation and growth within Europe. However, despite decades
of integration policies, recent analyses have shown there to be little
cross-border integration in the EU above global trends – i.e. Europe
remains a collection of national innovation systems. I will show that
high-skilled mobility – i.e. brain drain, largely from East to West
following the 2004/2007 EU enlargement – can explain why the cross-
border integration of R&D within the ERA is lagging.

Right after the symposium, participants are invited to
enjoy a guided tour of the Places and Spaces: Mapping
Science exhibition (http://scimaps.org) on display in the
foyer of the university library.
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